WORLD PEACE NOW
What we can do !

OPEN CALL TO ...
UN Secretary General
All Heads and Leaders in the world
All World Citizens

2020

Dear You,
I am a citizen in this world, - like we all are.
I have a matter I want to share.
...
We are living in a difficult time, challenging the utmost in us all, as fellow citizens.
Fighting violence and terror, - and abolishing poverty.
Together we have created a world, where the use of force and weapons has become normal.
To secure us against new force ecroachments, and to equalize the balance of power.
By this way, we have lost something vitally important:
We have lost the trust in each other.
The trust that we all are human beings, - with a core of light and goodness.
By this way, - we have lost the trust in, - yes – the very spirit of life itself.
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And this because we fear, that the goodness inside, isn't good enough.
But, - the goodness inside is good enough !
Therefore is it now, - only the fear itself, we now have to conquer to recreate a world in trust.
Because when fear is conquered, we do trust the goodness inside.
And we act with independence and responsibility. - To the best for all.
And this we experience as good.
...
As independent and responsible citizens, - states and nations.
There are now three steps we can do, - to recreate a world in trust, - a world in peace.
1. Stop producing and using force and weapons against each other.
2. Disarm our weapons, - including the nuclear weapons.
3. Help, share and serve one another, - and let the resources go to the people in poverty instead.

This will do, - that we no longer nourish the fear.
And when no more reason to fear, other people and nations will follow.
This will do, - that we abolish the very foundation of force and weapons.
Because all use of force and weapons are powerless, whihout the fear.
And, - we abolish poverty !
Because we by this, - do release enough resources to help everyone in need.

Therefore now, - this call to us all.
This for the children in the world in particular:
...
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World Citizens !
All Heads and Leaders of states and governments in the world ! - Military leaders, soldiers, police,
organizations, groups and all single individuals in the world !
DISARM ! - DISARM ! - DISARM !
Beat your swords your weapons into anothe pracice for PEACE.
To the children in the world, to their FREEDOM to rise with no more fear from war and violence !
DISARM ! - LOVE ! - UNITE !

ARE YOU IN ?

There is a light in all and everyone
Focusing that light, worldpeace is reality
http://www.worldpeace.no/GLOBAL-DISARM-CALL.htm

Peace and Love

Jan Jacobsen
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www.worldpeace.no

jan@worldpeace.no

' PEACE IS STRONG ENOUGH '

